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Rear Seat Barrier Divider Net Install  

2007 and newer Toyota FJ Cruiser 

 

NOTE:  Many newer models have B-pillar handles and even overhead on the ceiling that can be used for some of the top 
mounting locations.  Check to see if you prefer to use these factory locations as the nets typically have enough adjustment 
to allow for this option.  If your vehicle does not have handles in desired locations or you prefer to install mounting points for 
better fitment, please follow the below steps. If you do not feel comfortable performing this installation, contact most auto 
accessory, upholstery, off-road center or mechanic to perform the installation for a solid installation that will serve you for 
many years to come. 
 
 

 

IMPORTANT:  READ INSTRUCTIONS FULLY BEFORE STARTING 
 
 
 

 
Time: About 30-60 minutes 

Paw Level:  
Tools: (may vary by vehicle)   

1. 1/8” drill bit 
2. Drill 
3. Phillips bit 
4. 10 mm socket and wrench  
5. *Possibly an extension for a countersunk bolt 
6. Small flat blade or panel removal tool  
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The FJBN net domes with stainless steel screws, footman mounts and quick release upper loops for a clean 
and easily removed soft barrier for your 2007 and newer FJ Cruiser. 

This installation isn't particularly difficult; however it requires a little patience and carefulness in removing 
or pulling back the plastic rear side upper panels.  

 
Step 1:  Using a small flat blade screwdriver, pop off the round 10mm bolt cover just to the rear of the back-side 

door. The 10mm bolt is easy to loosen just watch that it doesn't fall into the cavity in the side panel. There are 
several plastic ribbed spears securing the upper side panels to the inner metal structure of the FJ, careful pulling 
the entire upper edge will normally loosen and remove them but it is best to not do so on a cold vehicle as they can 

easily break when cold. 

 
 

Step 2:  Place a footman loop (the small metal brackets in your FJBN kit) near the top of the metal side inner 
structure, above the seat belt anchor point and just enough below the headliner so that you can drill 2 pilot holes 

(1/8") You can see placement in IMG below but footman will not be fully installed until webbing loop with quick-
release is placed onto it. 

 

 
Drivers side: 
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Step 3:  Complete both side top only right now and clip the barrier net into place to hold your quick release clip from 
falling into side panels as you reassemble 

 
Passenger side 

    
 

Step 4:  Attach sides and lower mounts as shown, tension as desired (seat up or down. Wrap and tuck 
any excess strap and enjoy. 

 

 
Enjoy!  

Thank you for purchasing Raingler Nets  
If you have any questions please contact us, we are here to 

help!  Tech@RAINGLER.COM  or 866-905-7625 
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